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Abstract. In the games such as othello, chess and shogi, there are stand紅d sequence of moves 
that e却ert players reach the ∞nclusion that thωe mo別掲釘e the best through th位 study.It 包
important for players to select suitable opening lli闇 in Buch gam倒.In色his paper, we su田:est the 
method that tunes opening book through self-playing games to make suitable ope凶ng book for 
computer game player. We apply our method to shogi opening book that is automatically made 
from experts' game records and ωnfìrm that ope凶ng book tuned by our method become suitable 
for t釘'get computer game player. 

1 Introduction 

In the gam田 such 舗 othello， chess 組d shogi, there 町'e standard sequence of movl四 that expert 
players execu胞 after reaching the conclusion 出品もhose moves 町e the best, through their study. 
In such g創nes， most players select their mov田 through those sequences of movc目前 the opening 
part of 出e game. 

There 町e some purpos田 to use opening sequence of moves. First of all, a player c組 play

safely under opening lines because those lines are concluded 舗 the best by expe凶 players. The 
second, when the opponent player plays mov白色hat are concluded as bad movl四 player c組

gain advantageous position if the player only knew counterme錨ures. The third, player can save 
valuable time. Players do not have 色o think during bo色h of players play opening 田quence of 
moves. 

Players have to be careful in following the two th泊gs to use in opening sequence of mOVl田
effectively. The firsも is 出品 players have to le，町n counterme踊ures -against opponent playeば
凶stak田. If players do not know countermeasures, they p槌s up the chance to gain advantag'切，us
position even if opponent player COffiI凶s fatal mistake. Ano出，er one is th抗 players have 色oselect 
suiもable opening lin田 for もhemselvc田.Expe凶 playe四∞nclude standard sequence of mov'伺舗 the

best sequence because they c組 play well a氏er the positions 出品位'e lead by standard sequence 
of moves. ThereおIre if players can not play well after positions lead by some ope凶ng lin伺， those 
lines 町e not b回色 for 出em even 証 tho:田 lin田町'e ideal for expe凶 players.

In this paper, we aim to tune opening book for target program. To select suitable opening 
lines and もo avoid unsuitable lines progr，担n tunes its opening book through self-playing g創ne.

This method does not 田e do皿ain-specific knowledge. Therefore we c組 apply our method to 
any games. 

In也is paper, we tune opening book for our shogi program, TACOS. After tuning, we perform 
some experiments to ∞凶rm efti配tiven田S ofo町 method. We alSO confirm efti田tiven田s of other 
tuning methods as well. 

In section 2, we explain our tuning method along with other methods. In section 3, we apply 
our method to TACOS and confirm whether our method c印刷ne opening book suitable for 
TACOS. In s舵tion 4, we give conclusion and 加ure works. 
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2 Opening book tuning 

If色here are more than one opening sequenc田 of moves available in a position, a player h錨 to
select one move to play. A player may eva1uate movl田 using some factors to decide sui色able
ope凶ng lines. Therefore, our rese町ch question in 出is paper is: What factors can a player use 
色o leOO sui色able opening lines? 

In this section, we first explain the factors that 町e used in extended book of Deep Blue in 
2.1. Then we sugg聞も our method in 2.2. 

2.1 Extended book of Deep Blue 

D田p Blue is a computer ch伺s playing sysもem 出品 defe叫ed then-reigning World Chess Chamｭ
pion in 1997. According もo [1], Deep Blue's ope凶ng book 出品 W錨 mOOe by hand by Grandｭ
m回色e四 hOO only about 4,000 posiもions. Buも in OOdition 色o the ope凶ng book, D関'p Blue hOO 
another opening datab槌e that w，描 made from 700,000 g釦le records played by Grandm錨ters.
Deep Blue did noも use moves 仕omth抗 d叫abase， called ex色ended book，制 a opening standard 
move but used 槌 indicators 色0 細ign bonuses during se町'ch. We c組∞m叫 abou主 what kind 
of moVl田 in extended book OOded bonuses to decide which opening st釦dard moves in opening 
book we have to sel，配t in order to leOO suitable opening lines in c槌e we make opening book 
from expe巾， g副ne r配ords. The following factors were used in D田p Blue. 

-The number of times a move has been played. 

-Relative number of times a move h部 been played. 
-Strength of the players 出品 play the moves. 
-Recentness of the move. 
-Results of the move. 
-Comment町y on the 皿ove.

-Game movl回 versus comment町ymov1田.

We ∞，nsider もhatω，memov，回 that 町e regarded 錨 mov，田 that leads もo even or OOvant略的国
positions by many grandma剖er 町eplayedm加y もim田. A position leOO by those moves c拙 make

比 even or OOvan同geous for Grandm銅色ers. Note thaも suchpωiもion is even or OOv加tageous for 
Grandma品ers， not 佃y players. If a player. is s色rong enough to play after such positions，ぬere

is no problem. Buも証 a player is poor 剖 playing such posiもions， we 色刷nk 出品 player h錨 to

avoid lea.ding such posi主ions even ぜ m釦y Grandm槌ters consider that those posi色ions ha刊 big

OOvantag田.

2.2 Tuning under self-playing g田ne

Chec:まing up whether a player is good at or poor at the game after e1:加ch position lead by ope凶ng
剖andardsequence of moves, we consider 出品 wecan tune opening book to leOO sui色able opening 
lines and avoid unsuiもable opening lines. We su邸側出e凶úngme出od 出品川les opening book 

through self-playing g創n回.
Then we explain our method in the following c幽e. E配:h move in opening book has weight. If 

ap郎副onh錨 only one opening 抗組d町d move, then 色hat move is played. If a posi色ion h槌皿ore

th岨 one ope凶時前組d町d moves, then the move that has the bigg曲t weigh色面白佃emo刊S

is played. First of all, weight of all mov，回 in ope凶ng book 町e initialized to s創ne value. Then 
self-p1aying game is performed from 泊iもial p田ition. When a player is in p銅色ions included in 
opening book, one move is selected 阻.d played 配cording to the rule. If a pωition h槌 only one 
opening standard move, then that move is played. If a position h剖 more 色han one move, then 
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the move that has the biggest value v in those mov'田 is played. v is calculated by the following 
formula: 

り =ωm+ r

ω'm is weigh七 ofopenings同ndard move. r is random number ranges 0 to Rαnd. Self-playing game 
is performed till g創ne is over. According to the r田ult of the game, weight of opening standard 
mov白色hat are played just before in self-playing g，創ne. If a opening standard move played by 
winner, the weight of its move is added to Llωwhile if a opening 前組dard move played by loser, 
the weight of its move is reduced from L1ω. Then perform 釦other self-playing game 佃dupd蜘
weights reducing Rand and Llw till weights of movl田 inopening book become stable. We prepare 
additional option that sometimes leads out-book position intentionally when selecting opening 
stand町d move to play in self-playing g創ne. To do this, we c組 check up whether t町get player 
can play strong enough in current opening line even if opponent player leads out-book position. 

Using our method, opening book is tuned for target player. Target player can lead suitable 
position and avoid unsuitable position using tuned opening book because weight of mov伺出品
lead suitable positions become higher and weight of mov田 that lead unsuitable p佃itions become 
lower. 

3 Application to Shogi 

ln 色his section, we apply our method and 0七her way that explained in section 2 色o our shogi 
progrωn TACOS 加d confirm if each me七hod もunes opening book s凶able for TACOS. In 3.1, 
we explain about opening book that is used もhis time. Then we tune opening book by e舵hway
in 3.2. At the end of 出is section, we perform self司playing experiment to con宣rm effectiveness of 
tuning. 

3.1 Opening book for experiment 

ln this 色ime， we use the opening book that is automatically made 仕om expe凶s's g，卸ne records. 
We prep紅'e abouも 29，000 g剖ne records including about 600 g釘ne records play，吋 by Habu, one 
of the strong田t professional player, about 10,000 game r'田ords played by professional players 
組d about 18,000 game records played in Shogi Club 24, famous Intemet shogi site [2]. We use 
the first 45 moves of each g創ne re∞'rd 剖 an opening st姐dard move. We regard that expert 
players seldom make mistakes in early part of the g組le. However，錨 r卸値 they might be 
mistakes still do occur to players at any level. Actually, in one g.担ne r田ord played in Shogi 
Club 24，直rst move w，錨 P・8f th叫 is r，町'ely playedj therefore we think that black player want 
もo play P・7f but mistake to operate. To exclude such mistake moves, we remove mov田 played

less tha且 10 times in position that appe町s more 白血 100 times. Using this ru1e and additional 
ru1e, we make plural opening books that basically contain about 670,000 positions 岨.d 725,000 
opening standard moves. Each move has weights and the move that h槌 the biggest weight in 
those moves is played in each position. 

3.2 Opening book tuning 

ln this time, we make 24 opening books. Now we exp凶n about them. 

Move information (τ'ype・1)
We make opening book using only information of mov白金omexperts's g但ne records. Weight of 
all mov，間恒也.e opening book is the same value (0). This opening book is named 錨 τ'ype-l.
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Move and frequency information(Type・2)
Wem叫re opening book using information of mov'倒的m experts' g組1e records and how m組y
色i皿回出ωemoves are played. Weigh胞 ofe卸:hmove in opening book 町e 仕equencyof伺d皿ove.
τ'his opening book is named 舗宜'ype同2.

Move information of winner (恥吋)
We make opening book using on1y informa品ion ofmovl倒 played by winner 企'Om 偲pe吋s's g.佃1e
r田ords. We do no色 usemov田 played by 1，倒er in this opening book. H same mov田町e p1ayed by 
winner in a g，創ner回ord 組dalωp1ayed by a 1回er in 阻oth町 g邸ne r配ord， we 田e suc:h movl団.

This opening book is nωned 踊 τ'ypEト3 and has about 358,000 posi色ions 組.d abouも 385，000
前回d町d ope凶ngmov伺.

Move and 仕equency information of winner (Type-4) 
We make opening book 田ing informa色ionofm倒閣 played by winn町企'Om慌pe巾， g，創nereω'rds

組dhowmany 色im白色h(澗血ov<田町eplayed. Weigh旬 ofeac:h move in opening book 町e台伺uency

of each move p1ayed by winner. This opening book is n副ned 舗 τ'ypEト4 andh舗 abou色 358，000
p咽itions and abouも 385，000 st阻dard ope凶ng movl倒.

Move, frequency and 0出.er information (町.pe・5a， Type-5b，吟p吋c)

Wem剖re opening book using inform剖ion of mov国企om experts' g，邸ne records 仕equency of 

也ωemovl田， resu1t of g，田ne and whe出.er player is pro知sional or no色. We make 由ree opening 
books, Type回5a， τ'ype・5b and Type-5c. 
hτ'ype田5a， mov四 played by winner add 3 poin色 and moves played by 10田ir add 1 poin色色o

weigh色 of opening 前組d町d mov四 in ope凶ng book. In τ'ype-5b， mov1伺 played by proD田sional

plaì戸r add 3 poi凶佃.d mov<伺 p1ayed by armature player add 1 point to weight of opening 

剖阻d町dmov<四 in opening book. In τ'ype・5c， mov，田 played by professional winner add 5 point, 

mov田 played by losing proD館sional add 2 po恒志， mov<四 played by armature winner add 3 point 

and 皿0'"回 playedby losing 町matureadd 1 po凶色oweigh色 ofopening 帥佃也.rdmoves in opening 

book. 

百ming through 鵠1ιplaying game(苛pe・6[1-1]，宝'yp←6[1・2]，…， Typ争6[5-3])
Wetune Type・1 through se1f-playing g剖ne 阻d make 17 ope:凶ng book. Figure 1 shows a proc回S

of th伺e op町叫ions. The fir前， we tuneτ'ype・1 色hrough 1,000 self-playing game wi白色uning

p町細目er of L1ω= 16 姐.d make 巧酔6[1-1]. In蜘 same way, we make Ty酔6[1・2] through 
2,000 self-playing game，可p令6[1・3] 色hrough 3,000 se1ιpl8ì向.g game, Type-6[1-4] 色hrough 4,000 
se1f-playing game 組d 可酔6[1・5] 伽ough 5，0∞田lf-playi時 game 仕om 巧酔1. Then we tune 
巧pe-6[1-1] 伽ough 1，∞O 開店・plがngg細.ewi山岡崎 parameter of L1w = 8 岨.d make Type-

6[2-1]. In出.e s阻.e way, we make oth町 openi時 books suc:h踊功骨6[5-1] ， Type-6[5-2] and 

宵静6[5四3].
During self-playing g，担ne， we lead 01ルbookposition intentiona1ly 恒 0.8% probability. Und町

this. ωndition， about 70% gaml伺 are 1伺A 色op伺i色ions a島町 450pe凶ngs色阻伽.rd mov四 from
i凶ial p田ition. And we鵬 tuningp，町.amet町 Rand 掴 512 for 苛酔6[x-1] ， 1024 for 巧酔6[x-2]
and 1536 for 苛p叫x・3]. Wedono志田e 田me game records 出品 become draw by repe批ion of 

mov四 or that become over 3∞ mov倒.

3.3 Experiment 

τb ∞mp，町'e efE問主iven田s ofe似虫色uning， we perform self-playing eJ中町iment played by TACOS 

wi也巧pe-10pe:凶ngbookagai国色 TACOSwitho出町 op佃ingb∞ks. In c踊e 出品 boぬ ofplayer
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Figure 1. Process of making TyPEト6 opening book 

use ope凶ng book, opening book always leads positions after 45 moves from i凶.tial posi色ion. But 
in a real g蜘e， oppone凶 p1ayer someti皿.es leads ouιbook positionj 色herefore， in 出s experiment 
we also leads ouかbookposition ir凶entiona1ly wi出 0.8%probabi1ity. Each g田neof出is 田lf-playing

experiment s色町旬金om ini色ial position. TACOS wi出 a opening book plays 50 gam田 as black 
組d 50 gam田鍋 a white agains色 TACOSwi出 τ'ype-1.

The result of this 偲periment is shown in Table 1 and Figure 3.3. We treat g組問色hat

b田omedraw by repetition of moves or 出品 becomeo刊r 300 moV'四舗 0.5 win 組d 0.5 1088. The 
results of Type・2 ， τ'ypEト3， Type-4 阻d Type-5 show that those opening book 釘e no色 suitable

tuned for TACOS. This means th叫 someopening lines 町'enoも suitable for TACOS even if th佃e

opening lines are often played by 既pe凶 players. On 出.e other hand, TACOS wi主h kinds of 
Type-6 opening book win against TACOS with Type-l opening book. This me，国18 tba.t tuning 
through selιplaying g邸newe c叩 make suitable opening book お，r a target program. 

4 Conc1usion and Future Work 

In 也is pap町， we aim 色o tune opening book for targe色 program. To apply to 田ly g，田ne， o町

me也od t四回 weight of moves in opening book through self-playing g創ne. Using 出is method, 
we tune opening book 也叫 is made from 田:perts' game records for TACOS 姐d 眠時色bat

opening book TACOS c細胞l回tsui色able opening lin田 and avoid unsuitable lin閤.
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百ble 1. Result of self-playing 位periment

τ'ype-1 -τ'ypEト2 39 -61 Type-1 ・可pe-6[l-3] 43.5 ・ 56.5 TypEト1 ・可pe-6[3-3] 40 ・ 60
τ'ype四1 -τ'ype-3 44 ・ 56 可pe-l ・ Type-6[1-4] 38 -62 Type・1 ・可pe-6[4-1] 29.5 -70.5 
宜'ype-l -τ'ype-4 50 -50 骨骨ト時P争6[1・5] 32.5 ・ 67.5 可p争トType・6[4-2] 37 -63 
τ'YPEト1 ・宜'ype回5a 53 ・ 47 Type-l ・可pe-6[2-1] 49 ・ 51 Type-l-Typ争6[4-3] 27 -73 
τ'ype-l -τ'ype-5b 46 -54 Type-l ・可P争6[2-2] 39 ・ 61 可pe-l ・可pe-6[5-1] 37.5 -62.5 
τ'ype-l -τ'ype-5c 47 -53 可p争ト功酔6[2-3 39 ・ 61 可pe-l ・Typ争6[5-2] 35 -65 
Type・1 ・可p争6[1-1] 43 ・ 57 Type・1 ・ Typ争6[3-1] 45 -55 Typ争トTyp吋!日] 38ふ 61.5

Type-l ・巧pe-6[1-2] 39.5 -60.5 Type・1 ・可p争6[叫 38.5 ・ 61.5

ω 

ω 

関

40 

2 3 4 5 

Fig町'e2. Result of副ιplaying experiment of Type-6 

In this c槌e， we tune weight of movl田 in 0伊国ng book through selιplaying g，創n田. Wec組
側臼y perform many games under 出e condition of self-playing gam風 but under 也is condition 
opening book can be tuned bias. To avoid 出is problem, opening book has 色otune through g創n田
against vario凶 opponen胞. That is the future work. 
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